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Motivation and Aim: Potato is one of the most important crop plants. In addition to the 
traditional use for food purposes, potato is a renewable resource of such technical material 
as potato starch. Potato starch properties depend on its composite polysaccharides ratio 
and structure – linear amylose and branched amylopectin – and are regulated by starch 
biosynthesis genes. despite starch biosynthesis genes are sequenced and studied, effects 
of allelic variations on polysaccharides molecular structures and, consequently, starch 
physicochemical properties, are not known. We carry out chemical phenotyping of potato 
starch varieties for developing scientific approaches to the most rational production 
and use of new varieties producing the optimal starch for a particular application. 
Contemporaneously, potato varieties genotyping and further “genome – starch property” 
correlation determination is carried out. 
Methods and Algorithms: microscopy of starch granules and study of their morphology 
is one of the way to phenotyping starch and to selection of the contrast forms. It is 
known, that amylopectin chains branching, size [1] and irregular granule shape [2] 
are affected by genes SBE I, II (starch branching enzyme). tuber starch content and 
irregular granule shape [2] likely to be affected by genes SSI-SSIV (starch synthase). 
microscopy images processing using ImageJ software [3] allow quickly get the data 
on the granules’ area projection in the frame, feret’s diameter, circularity, roundness, 
aspect ratio simultaneously for hundreds and thousands granules. the morphology data 
obtained can be processed by mathematical statistics methods and treated as biological 
traits. We clustered our varieties in the Past software using the Word’s method.
Results: We have treated 57 varieties of the 2017 year. Using the average values of listed 
morphological parameters, preparative yield and information on ripeness we performed 
clustering of the data and obtained four clusters. Using principal component analysis 
we obtained a varieties distribution which shows that there are significantly different 
varieties in our selection. Based on the obtained varieties distribution it can be concluded 
there is some heterogeneity in our selection, which gives us opportunities in further 
selection. thus, for new varieties creations with altered values of interesting features 
when crossing, it is necessary to use a selection of varieties with different values of the 
features of interest.
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